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About This Game

Before Queen Sophia was born, the Human Kingdom lived in an age of glory: the golden age. However, this age too had its dark
times. Beneath a veneer of peace, war has come with minotaurs invading human villages. But there is more to this war than

meets the eye, and you must uncover it. The minotaurs claim that humans have been starving them, but how could this be true?
Escape your village, investigate the truth, and journey to the ends of the kingdom and into its castles, meeting allies with unique

abilities that can help you. Uncover the secrets behind the war, or the kingdom of your birth will be destroyed!

This is a special Collector's Edition release full of exclusive extras you won’t find in the standard version. The Collector’s
Edition includes:

A dark, new story set in the Awakening world
Meet characters that explore the world along with you

Lushly detailed and unique landscapes to discover
Discover the secrets that lie in the Human Kingdom

Use your unique magical ability to solve puzzles and uncover clues
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seems like an unfinished game, but it's still fun to play, if you have a friend with you.. with some problems, it's an intersting VR
try. Vive control is fun. The first pirate and sailling game on VR for now.

+ fun naval battle
+ fun Vive control ( the rudder control is dream fullfilling )
+ good VR experience
+ some stunning scens like huge whale

- graphics is mobile class (i foud it's an original mobile game explans the graphics thing).
- need multiplayer !!!

Considering to other so call VR games( turned out to be demos ), this is nearly a complete game. Have problems and obvious
shortcomings but worth the money.
If you have HTC, Should have one.. This game is not polished at all. The UI is not good looking. The look and feel of the game
itself is bad. It feels more like a factorio inside a factory but with bad controls. this game is perfect. an update probably wouldn't
help. Why would anyone pay for this?. A classic arcade shooter game but the planes feel like flying bricks and it has mouse and
keyboard controls with auto aiming so the player doesn't even need to have the crosshairs on the target to hit. If you want to play
a flying shooter try War Thunder or World of Warplanes which are way better games.
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Looking for a masterpiece in a visual and aesthetic setting? Look no further, as World of Zoo throws the rule book out the
window, then gets it back again and throws it out the window again, hitting an old woman on the head accidentally killing her.

That's how groundbreaking this game is. Run you own ♥♥♥♥ing zoo. A ♥♥♥♥ING ZOO. Can you handle it? CAN YOU?.
Bought the game on sale.
Proceed to open the game.
Error appears.

10/10

Would not buy again.. Okay, it`s a simple enought set up. you are going over to play some cards against a friend of your sister
and apperantly she got a little crush on you. ( how sweet isn't that ^^) and it is a straight forward try to get the highest number
but do not surpass the number 21 in value of the cards, while place a few small bets to make it more interesting.
sometimes when she smiles she can look a little creepy cause of the graphics and sometimes shes just a tease. XD

how ever there are a few things that I may think could be done something with.

Suggestions:

- Setings, I wish there was a adjustable volumbar so I could lower the music or mute it completly incase I want to listen to my
own music instead. ( and the one melody going on over and over can grow tiersome)

- A saving option while in a game. ( So I could get back online and continue where I left off last time I saved)

- Redo the beting ingame, cause it's to much of a shot in the dark to bet before you get your first two cards. Maybe instead have
like a small blind before the cards are dealt that both chip in 10 credits and then after you get your first two cards then you could
raise that bet from the 10 you already chipped in to 20-50 credits. makes it possible to try and bluff that you got greater card's
then you actually got and maybe trick her to fold or draw one to many card's herself. ( would give a more feel of in control
while playing the game. and would help if you get to high cards and bluff her to get to high cards herself and get it at a draw.)

- And perhaps change the equality of cards in the hands like: She got 2 cards in her hand and it adds up to 19 and you draw and
get 3-4 cards in your hand and get 19, at this point its a draw in the game but since she has less cards that adds up to the same
number then she get the win because that she use less cards to get the high number. ( and the other way around ofcourse ^^)

All in all it ain't a bad game and I would recommend it to my friends. You can have lots of fun trying to unlock all of the
unlockable outfits and gallery, if you got the time to play a single match in one go. I'm looking forward to see what future
updates might bring and do hope more will give this game a try.

A Fun card game with good company, do one need to say anymore? ;D. good mod , but there is some problem while the ball
bound incorrect with the edge of cube. Very interesting Logic game. When you bored, start this and you'll be border no longer.
Although it mainly contains the puzzles in the game (and simplified versions of it) there are some new ones that are really fun to
complete. I'd recommend this to those who are absolute fans of the original game and want to get that tiny last bit out of it
before you go back and play it with the serious sam voice over ;P
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